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Masterly Apprentice II

Preface

This research booklet is part of the graduation studio the Masterly Apprentice at the 

Eindhoven University of Technology. The Masterly Apprentice is a continuous studio, 

which means that every quartile (quarter of the academic year) a new group of students, 

called a generation, starts the studio. This results in four generations working in different 

stages of their graduation at the same time. This gives the opportunity not only to learn 

from the tutors and the master architects that are being researched but also from other 

generations. 

In this graduation studio the main aim is learning to learn, becoming aware of the 

learning process. This is done in two parts. The first part is the research of a building and 

its architect. The second part is the design of a new building using the lessons learned 

from the research part. One of the more unique aspects of the studio is the detailed 

recreation of a photo taken of the chosen building as part of its analysis.

Our group is generation 9, with the overall subject ‘writing architects’. The only 

requirement was thus that the chosen architect had not only designed a building, but 

also written about architecture. Although not exactly a building, my choice was the 

Carceri d’Invenzione by Piranesi. The main reason for this choice is my fascination 

with these fantastical imaginary spaces and the opportunity to make this come to life 

in a three dimensional model. Even though the choice of building deviates a bit from 

the original assignment, Piranesi does count as a writing architect, having made both 

building designs and written work besides the chosen etches of his Imaginary Prisons.
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In this research booklet I shall analyse a single plate of the Carceri d’Invenzione. I shall 

also see how texts written by Piranesi relate to that plate based on themes discussed in 

these texts. Other themes that are found to be of importance to Piranesi will be explained 

with the corresponding plates, though they will only be mentioned briefly without in-

depth analysis. The analysis of the Carceri plate has two separated components: a two 

dimensional analysis of the plate itself and a translation of that two dimensional drawing 

to a three dimensional scale model. Through this translation, the analysis zooms in on 

details drawn by Piranesi and what they could mean. 

In this booklet the process is divided in steps, starting with the two dimensional analysis 

and then moving on to the three dimensional recreation. In reality this process was 

more intertwined. Certain findings in the themes, for instance light, were first tested in 

the three dimensional model. Besides this, there are also results from the analysis that 

improved the form of the model.

In the end all themes will be related to each other and then combined into main principles 

used by Piranesi, which will be used in the second booklet: the design of a new building.

Before the analysis of Piranesi’s work is discussed however, an essay will be given, 

made together with the rest of the generation, on the activity of relating. This essay will 

show what the activity of relating consists of in general and how it is used in this studio.

Introduction





Activity of Relating
Essay
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Activity of Relating

by A.C. (Lieke) Bos, P. (Przemysław) Cedro, D.J.A. (Daan) Cooijmans, 

E.F.T. (Erwin) Mühlstaff, J.A.M. (Josje) Smits

In the graduation studio The Masterly Apprentice II the main aim is to learn by reflecting 

on the activities that you are doing while learning. By relating things to each other you 

are learning something, and when learning in what ways to learn, activities of relating 

are found. This essay will try to explain the activity of relating and reflect on the learning 

process in the studio.  

To be able to answer the main question: "What is the activity of relating", a few sub-

questions need to be answered. What is the definition of ‘relating’? What is the aim of 

relating? What are the activities used whilst relating?   

Relating is to make and show the connection between two or more things (Cambridge 

dictionary, 2019). Therefore, the activity of relating is an activity to find those 

connections and what they mean. Relating is something that happens constantly in 

everyday life, even unconsciously.   

The main aim is learning by reflecting on the activities that you are doing while you are 

learning. One activity in the process of learning is to relate things to each other. The aim 

of the activity of relating is to acquire knowledge by finding similarities and differences 

between things. The ways to relate one thing to another are limitless. For this reason, we 

distinguish three basic orders to relate. To explain the orders a simple example of a cup 

and a pencil lying on a table is used.   

The first order is about finding connections in quantitative characteristics of two or 

more objects that are being related. To explain the difference between these orders a 

simple example of a cup and a pencil lying on a table is used. All sorts of quantitative 

relationships between these objects can be described.  These relationships can be based 

on the location, distance to each other, height, shape, material, colours and so on.   

The second order concerns the connection between an object and a person. This is done 

by analysing qualitative relationships. Examples of these properties are the position, 

direction, the use, the arrangement and the feeling which an object evokes a person. 

While based on quantitative characteristics, the opinion about them makes them 

< figure 1 essay

People place purpose by 

Mecanoo architecten.

< figure 2 essay

The Operative Elements of  

Architecture by Tham & 

Videgard Arkitekter
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qualitative, which is the difference between the first and second order. An example of a 

second order relationship is whether you do or do not like the arrangement of the cup 

and the pencil lying on the table.  

The third order is the comparison of the opinions between two people regarding a 

particular situation. This can be two people discussing the aesthetics or the use values 

of the cup. The third order is not only an opinion but can also be about the quantitative 

characteristics. The cup could be in reach for one person and not for the other, making 

this relationship more a quantitative third order.    

We shall now give you an example of how relating is done within the graduation studio 

of the Masterly Apprentice II. Every generation in the studio has its own theme. Our 

theme is “Writing Architects”. So, we had to relate the writing of an architect to their 

design.  

The research part of the studio starts with three main directions: the analysis of the 

building, the photo recreation of chosen picture, and the analysis of the written text 

by the architect. The basic analysis of the building clearly starts with the first order of 

relating, giving quantitative relationships a use or qualitative value. The photo recreation 

is completely first order until the part where you decide if the recreation is good 

enough. On that moment you are making a qualitative judgement that you recreated the 

quantitative elements in enough detail. A relationship is made between the text written 

by the architect about architecture and how the architect designs architecture.  

For the first example, the activity of relating given by Josje will be described. Francine 

Houben writes ten statements about architecture that defines Mecanoo’s ethos and 

culture. She writes that unambiguous symmetry is not exciting. However, she does 

not explain what makes something unambiguous or exciting. By relating the text to 

the building, I attempted to grasp her meaning. The difficulty in her statement is that 

ambiguity and excitement are based on opinions that can differ between people. This 

leaves an open door to free interpretation and raises questions that can be further 

researched and will be shown in my booklet.   
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The second example will be given by Lieke. In their book The Operative Elements 

of Architecture, Tham and Videgård architekter enumerate nine elements that are the 

primary tools for architects to use in the design of a building (Arkitekter, 2014). How to 

use these operative elements is never clearly explained and is thus clarified by me. First, 

I explicitly explained what these elements are and how I could use them in my analysis. 

During the design phase the operative elements are related to each other. This activity of 

relating resulted in new themes that are incorporated in the new design. This relationship 

will be shown in my personal booklets.  

Concluded, the activity of relating is to make or show the connection between two or 

more things and explore their meaning. Because the boundaries of the orders are not 

clearly defined, the orders can be connected and intertwined with each other, making 

it difficult to set clear boundaries on how to do the activity of relating. More examples 

of the activity of relating can be given. In our personal booklets, you can also find 

the explanation of how Daan related the writings of Piranesi to his Imaginary Prisons, 

Przemek related opinions of Herzog & de Meuron to the Goetz Collection Gallery and 

how Erwin related the text of Tadao Ando to the Langen Foundation.  
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< figure 1

Portrait of Giovanni Battista 

Piranesi

Giovanni Battista Piranesi was an Italian architect and artist best known for his etchings. 

He was born near Venice in the year 1720. His father was a stonemason and his brother 

taught him Latin and about ancient civilization. Later he was apprenticed under his 

uncle who was an architect. After he left his uncle’s studio, he studied the architectural 

practice under other Venetian architects (Wikipedia, Giovanni Battista Piranesi, 2019).

Most of his life, Piranesi lived in Rome. He travelled there in 1740 and, being unable 

to find employment as a young architect, started working in the studio of the engraver 

Giuseppe Vasi. There he would learn the medium of etching which would define the rest 

of his career (Wilton-Ely, Piranesi as Architect and Designer, 1993). 

One of the best known projects of Piranesi are his Vedute di Roma, a continuous work of 

etchings showing views of Rome that started in 1748 and lasted until his death in 1778.

Piranesi also took part in the creation of the famous Nolli map of Rome which was 

made by Giambattista Nolli in 1748. This map was so accurate that it was used as a 

basis for city planning until the 1970s (Wikipedia, Giambattista Nolli, 2019). Piranesi’s 

involvement in the Nolli map may also have stimulated his interest in the separation of 

spaces not between interior and exterior but instead between public and private.

His other well-known project, bringing him the most fame to this day due to the unique 

subject, is the Carceri d’Invenzione. These plates of imaginary prisons were first 

published in 1745 in a still sketchy state and were later improved and expanded, to 

be published in their second state in the early 1760s (Wilton-Ely, The Mind and Art of 

Giovanni Battista Piranesi, 1978). 

Even though Piranesi’s architectural career never truly took off and his main career was 

in etching, he always kept calling himself a Venetian architect. He did get commissioned 

for the restoration of the Santa Maria del Priorato between 1764 and 1766. Besides 

several designs for chimneypieces, vases and tables, this remains the only project 

that has been realised by Piranesi as architect (Wilton-Ely, Piranesi as Architect and 

Designer, 1993).

Besides the many etchings Piranesi produced, he also made several written works. 

Amongst these projects are treatises on ancient Roman structures that combine etchings 

with thorough explanatory texts as well as polemics like the Observations on the Letter 

of Monsieur Mariette written in 1765 (Wilton-Ely, The Mind and Art of Giovanni 

Battista Piranesi, 1978).

Piranesi

About the Venetian architect 
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Piranesi

The Writing Architect

The Observations on the Letter of Monsieur Mariette as well as the Opinions on 

Architecture are both part of a book containing three texts written by Piranesi (Piranesi, 

1765/2002). The subject of these written works of Piranesi is the Graeco-Roman debate 

(Wilton-Ely, Piranesi as Architect and Designer, 1993). This debate is held between 

people who believed Greek art was superior to Roman art, and those like Piranesi who 

believed the opposite. In this book the main aim is to respond to Monsieur Mariette, who 

asserted that ancient Roman art was simply a bad copy of Greek art. 

The first text, Observations is an apologia, defending Piranesi’s earlier works about the 

originality of Roman art that have been critiqued by M. Mariette. The text reviews the 

latter’s work, explaining where and why M. Mariette is wrong and how his comments 

are often unfounded.

The Opinions on Architecture is a dialogue between two imaginary architects: Protopiro 

who sides with those such as M. Mariette who believe in the purity of Greek art and 

Didascalo who expresses Piranesi’s own opinion, asserting that Roman art actually owes 

much to the Etruscans instead of the Greeks.

< figure 3

Parere su l'Architettura 

chapter tailpiece

< figure 2

Parere su l'Architettura 

chapter opening
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“He [Piranesi] says that the Etruscans thought wisely and used little adornment on their 

architecture. And what does he say of the Greeks? That by dividing their architectural 

members too much by carving, they achieved too much vain prettiness and too little 

gravity,” (Piranesi, 1765/2002, p. 88).

This part clearly shows how Piranesi wrote in a polemic way, calling the Etruscans ‘wise’ 

while suggesting that the Greeks achieved ‘vain pettiness’. Piranesi further explains how 

important the Etruscans were for Roman art because they were the people native to big 

parts of Italy, thus being the first culture the Roman art would be influenced by. Indeed 

the advanced constructions such as the extensive use of arches in Roman architecture 

are derived from Etruscan architecture. The science of construction is a theme Piranesi 

found of great importance and is often used to claim superiority over the Greek art. 

However the Observations is not just about explaining the difference between Greek 

and Roman art nor is it about claiming which is the better. According to M. Mariette 

the Romans were only capable of copying from the Greek, not being able to create their 

own art. 

“how could Piranesi ever have asserted that the Romans borrowed nothing and learned 

nothing from the Greeks? He certainly did say — and demonstrate, too — that the 

Romans did not owe them the science of construction and good building practice; but 

he did not say that they did not owe them taste in ornamentation” (Piranesi, 1765/2002, 

p. 90). 

The main discussion is about Roman art and how it is basically just copying from the 

Greeks, according to M. Mariette. Piranesi however stated that the Romans were not 

simply copying them. They did owe the Greeks for the ornamentation, just as they owed 

the Etruscans for the science of constructions, but finding inspiration in other cultures 

is different from imitating. This is further elaborated in the Opinions on Architecture.
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The text Opinions on Architecture starts off with a conversation in which Protopiro 

and Didascalo seem to share the same opinion, explaining why Greek architecture is 

pure and the Romans abused these pure elements. Didascalo then proceeds to explain 

how, when arguing like that, even those pure elements of Greek architecture should be 

considered as unnecessary ornamentations. 

“… the only way he (the architect) could imagine a building without irregularities is 

[when he imagines] four upright poles with a roof—the very prototype of architecture.” 

(Piranesi, 1765/2002, p. 106).

Piranesi explains here how claiming that the Romans misused ornamentations would 

mean that the Greeks did so too. Only the primitive hut would pass as pure architecture 

then. 

The conversation continues to discuss the difference between good and bad 

ornamentation, moving to more objective matters. This makes it harder to state certain 

things as being right or wrong. The text explains how there are many different kinds of 

beautiful things. While they might all be admirable, when put together they might not 

fit. Making the right composition is what matters.

“The decorations should be graded as things are in nature, some being more imposing 

and dignified than others. In such art, as in nature, the eyes will see not confusion but a 

beautiful and pleasing arrangement of things.” (Piranesi, 1765/2002, p. 113)

The Opinions then continues with the same subject earlier mentioned in the Observations, 

namely that of copying. Piranesi explains that all new ideas originate from others. When 

suggesting that taking for instance a Corinthian order column and changing part of the 

ornamentation would be nothing more than copying, nothing new could ever be made. 

Finding sources of inspiration in different cultures such as the Greeks and Etruscans but 

also the Egyptians and creating new things by combining elements of them is something 

Piranesi was not afraid to do, displaying an eclectic approach.
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Piranesi

Vedute di Roma

Piranesi’s famous Vedute di Roma etchings are more than just simple views of Rome. 

The images show the ambiance of the city at that time and also contain a legend, often 

implemented as part of the image itself in the form of a huge scroll or stone slab. These 

legends contain the title as well as explanatory texts about the image, stating the function 

of a building or adding references to what buildings or objects are shown. Especially 

with the views of ancient ruins the true functions of spaces are unknown, though this 

does not keep Piranesi from speculating about them.

One of these speculations can be seen in the Veduta interna della Villa di Mecenate 

(fig. 4), an interior view of the villa of Maecenas in Tivoli. Piranesi explains that he is 

convinced that the image shows a covered road instead of a hall, being part of not a villa 

but a public building. This explanation goes further by stating that the spaces in between 

the arches on the sides actually contained taverns and shops (Wallis de Vries, 2012). This 

blurring of interior and exterior spaces with public roads inside buildings is an important 

theme that will be further explored in the Carceri drawings.

Another theme that is recurring in the views is the inclusion of both the man-made 

and the natural as equal parts of the landscape. In modern day archaeology everything 

is clean and fenced off. This was not the case in the 18th century Rome that Piranesi 

lived in. Ancient ruins were already popular for tourists and archaeologists alike, but 

they were still part of the natural landscape, grown over and sometimes also visited by 

shepherds and their sheep. This can be seen in several of the views of ancient temples, 

the colosseum and Hadrian’s villa in Tivoli. One of the views showing part of Hadrian’s 

villa is the Avanzi del Tempio del Dio Canopo. Piranesi shows how architecture is 

intrinsic to the landscape. 
< figure 5

Avanzi del Tempio del Dio 

Canopo, from the Vedute di 

Roma

< figure 4

Veduta interna della Villa di 

Mecenate, from the Vedute 

di Roma
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The Carceri

Introduction

The Carceri d’Invenzione, or Imaginary Prisons, is a set of sixteen plates. The impossible 

scale and their fantastical design, especially at that time, made them famous from the 

time they were made all the way up until today.

However they were made in two editions and when the first edition was made around 

1745 there was not much interest in them. This first edition was a set of fourteen plates 

called the Invenzioni Capric di Carceri and did not carry the author’s name. 

The second edition published around 1761 saw two new plates added to the fourteen 

earlier works that had themselves been substantially improved, resulting in a total of 

sixteen plates. The publication was renamed Carceri d’Invenzione, it had Piranesi’s 

name on the title page and the plates were numbered. Its high quality of detail and 

improved evocative atmosphere made the second edition more popular, ensuring its 

lasting fame. The Carceri were made by Piranesi as a way to practice his technique both 

in etching and in the experimenting with composition. (Wilton-Ely, The Mind and Art of 

Giovanni Battista Piranesi, 1978)

Plate VI from the Carceri will be further analysed, including a three dimensional 

recreation. The emphasis in plate VI lays on the whole space created instead of having 

a single focus in the foreground. It also contains an interesting depth layering where 

the background seems to be more connected to the rest instead of seeming somewhat 

inaccessible as is the case in some of the other plates. Furthermore, several plates 

contain impossible geometry. With the three-dimensional recreation in mind, avoiding 

those would result in a more truthful architectural analysis that would be easier to relate 

to. The level of detail also played a role, with some of the Carceri containing intricate 

stone sculptures that would complicate the recreation process where the focus should be 

on the translation of the space from two to three dimensions. 

A great deal is happening in plate VI. Part of what makes it so interesting is that you 

can wander through the image for a long time and still find new things you had not seen 

before. To better understand the plate, the analysis is divided in themes. These themes 

will be further elaborated in their corresponding chapters.
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^ figure 6

Plate VI ‘The Smoking Fire’ 

from Invenzioni Capric di 

Carceri
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^ figure 7

Plate VI ‘The Smoking Fire’ 

from Carceri d’Invenzione
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8a - foreground

8b - middleground I

8c - middleground II

8d - background I

8e - background II

8f - background III
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The Carceri

Themes - Depth layering

In plate VI (fig. 7) there is a clear layering, starting with the foreground having a 

much darker tone, functioning as a repoussoir. Next is the middle ground where most 

things happen. Here the toning is the clearest. It also contains the most detail as well 

as the highest contrast between light and shadow. Behind that is the background with 

its lighter tone. Shadows are still present here, although less accentuated. It might 

also be interpreted that this part of the three dimensional space receives more light, 

becoming more like an exterior space. The furthest points in the background are also 

slightly highlighted to show accents where even in these faraway corners of the plate 

details have been added. This draws the observer further into the image and trigger their 

imagination of what might be behind it or around the corner.

Piranesi adds depth in his etchings by drawing objects in places where you can look 

through openings in the drawn planes (fig. 8f). This suggests spaces behind these planes. 

For instance, behind the doorway there is some kind of wooden structure. Underneath 

the lowest staircase there is a window as well as shadows from structures behind the 

wall. This way he adds a suggestion of what could be behind the drawn space. Because 

of the method of etching these details can sometimes be clearly drawn. In other cases 

it is just a suggestion made by drawing a few lines, so there is still a lot of room to 

speculate what could be seen when the drawing could be entered. The mind is set to 

wander through these imaginary spaces.

< figure 8

Depth analysis based on:

Plate VI ‘The Smoking Fire’ 

from Carceri d’Invenzione
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The Carceri

Themes - Structural Volumes

There is no clear indication if the open space is truly interior or semi-exterior space. 

While there are many arches, there is no ceiling visible. This connects to the theme from 

the Vedute where Piranesi suggests an interior hall to be a public interior road, blurring 

the line between interior and exterior.

The space inside the Carceri is based on these huge semi-exterior spaces, divided by 

thick solid walls cut through with great arches. However the walls forming the space 

have varying functions. In order to better understand and grasp the three dimensional 

space, the structural volumes will be divided according to their scale and the added 

openings. 

The first group are the big walls with the huge arches in them (A). These walls separate 

the big open spaces from each other, defining different successive halls while the arched 

openings provide an open visual connection between those spaces. This sequence of 

spaces through visual connection can be seen as a precursor of the Raumplan used by 

Adolf Loos (Encyclo, 2019). 

The second group contains lower walls with fewer and smaller openings (B). These 

walls make subdivisions inside the big open spaces. What made these walls stand out as 

being different from the first group is that they suggest enclosed smaller spaces behind 

them instead of just dividing the big open spaces. The thickness cannot be seen directly 

but the windows show that there is more than just a solid mass behind the walls, even 

showing light falling through as if the open space continues uninterrupted behind these 

walls. This suggests that these walls are not as thick as the other bigger walls. However, 

the people standing on top, the lack of railing and the door opening into the big column 

suggest a floor at the top level of the wall. This floor would then seem to have the same 

width as the big column, creating a separated interior space behind these walls. 

In between these two groups stands the central column (C). This column is part of the 

first group in its separating of the open spaces. However it does also clearly contain a 

smaller space inside.

What is interesting about the Carceri of Piranesi is that they are complex and full 

of details and openings through which to look deep into the drawing. However, the 

majority of the Carceri plates represent rectangular building plans, barely using any 

diagonals or other angles. This shows that a building can be complex without the need 

of a complex structure or strange angles. The sober way of ornamentation, lacking 

extravagant gestures and instead using simple rough constructions adds to the sinister 

feel of the Carceri. This also shows Piranesi’s preference for science of construction 

over vain pettiness as earlier stated in his writings.

< figure 9

Volume analysis based on:

Plate VI ‘The Smoking Fire’ 

from Carceri d’Invenzione
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The Carceri

Themes - Openings

Like mentioned before, the openings in the structural volumes indicate the possible 

spaces behind walls inside the drawing. 

There is a clear difference made between the various kinds of openings in the walls. 

There are different sizes of door openings (A), several sizes of barred windows (B) as 

well as a few vague dark holes in the walls (C). There are different methods used for 

constructing the opening: the voussoirs used in the fore- and middleground openings, 

both flat and arched, have different dimensions than the flatter ones in the great archways. 

The lower archway, a Florentine arch, shows the most detail, including the commonly 

used enlarged dropped keystone. The window further in the background has a segmental 

arch and seems to use similar flat stones as the high arches, instead of the big voussoir 

stones. The smaller openings do not have any kind of voussoirs or lintels, but are simply 

cut out of the stone walls.

The way how all openings are drawn shows how Piranesi kept the use of intricate 

ornamentation to the minimum. This might be the result of his preference of the science 

of construction. Besides that, the intention of his Carceri drawings was not to show 

intricate ornamentation but instead practice composition.

< figure 10

Openings analysis based on:

Plate VI ‘The Smoking Fire’ 

from Carceri d’Invenzione
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The Carceri

Themes - Movement

In plate VI there is a lot of movement happening. There are few spaces in the image that 

do not suggest to be leading you further. You seem to be continually moving through 

the spaces.

This movement through the Carceri is led by the use of wooden elements, being a lighter 

material than the heavy stone used to construct the surrounding space. These wooden 

elements consist of stairways and walkways.

However, the bottom part of the space, underneath and on the lower arch, does not use 

these wooden elements. The ground floor contains stone stairs, with a big arched stone 

staircase moving up to the next floor. There the lower walls and the arch still function 

as the walkways. Above this level starts the transition to mostly wooden structures for 

the walkways and stairs. 

The movement is an important theme in the Carceri. This is part of what draws you into 

the image, showing many different routes to be taken, never knowing where it will lead. 

< figure 11

Movement analysis based on:

Plate VI ‘The Smoking Fire’ 

from Carceri d’Invenzione
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The Carceri

Themes - Parafernalia

The addition of numerous object, so called paraphernalia, is one of the clearest 

differences between the first and second edition of the Carceri. It is a next step to make 

it more lifelike.

The paraphernalia give a better sense of use of the space. Things like the ladders and the 

smoking fire suggest activities. The amount of paraphernalia also adds emphasis to the 

spaces and makes sure there are no empty voids in the drawing, creating a better sense 

of depth. Also the way it is drawn, not always being clear what it is, makes you wonder 

what you are looking at, thus arousing curiosity.

The space also starts to get more sense of scale through the paraphernalia. There are 

several elements that can be used to better understand the scale. When only looking at 

the stone walls, the scale is still unclear. The size of these stones can vary from hand 

sized bricks to cyclopean masonry of several metres wide. The objects vary in clarity of 

scale, from wooden beams that can have varying thicknesses to the ladders that might be 

somewhat oversized but do need to fit the human scale to some extent. The addition of 

actual humans is most important as it is the most relatable scale. Things such as railings 

do rather consistently connect to that scale so they are useful to get a sense of this scale 

as well, but only when people are present does it become visible how big the stones are. 

It truly is a case of cyclopean masonry.

The people also further suggest the use of the space. While some of the other Carceri 

plates do have stronger association with prison activities such as torture, plate VI and 

most of the other plates exclusively contain people walking around freely, wandering 

through the space and occasionally standing around discussing their findings with 

others. The space is created to be explored, wandered through and investigated. It invites 

you to think of new connections and find new details every time you look at it.

< figure 12

Paraphernalia and Scale 

analysis based on:

Plate VI ‘The Smoking Fire’ 

from Carceri d’Invenzione
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The Carceri

Themes - Materials

The analysis of the materiality shows how there is a limited group of materials used. The 

main structure is made of stone and wood: stone for the heavy, load bearing construction 

and wood for the lighter structure of the movement elements. 

Amongst the paraphernalia are temporary structures made out of wood as well as wooden 

beams placed throughout the drawing. Several smaller detail objects and adornments are 

made out of metal, as is usual for that time. Most of the materials are easily recognizable, 

which shows Piranesi’s skill in etching. Often the easy recognition of the materials is 

also due to through their logical choice for the specific structures. 

Arched structures of such scale could only be built out of stone at that time. As mentioned 

earlier in the theme about openings, there are many details in the use of different stones 

for the walls. In the fore and middle ground the walls are completely drawn stone by 

stone, while in the background barely any singular stones are drawn. Whether the 

background walls simply lack the detail to show separate stones or that these walls 

might be plastered is a choice of interpretation. However, the visibility of the voussoirs 

without much difference in texture pattern with the wall is reason to assume that these 

walls indeed are made of stone. The lower level of detail emphasizes the bigger distance 

to them. The voussoirs of the background walls are thinner and less accentuated than 

the ones in the front for the same reason. Interesting is that these thinner voussoirs are 

common in the ancient Roman structures Piranesi was so fascinated by. Using them 

would have been a subtle way for Piranesi to refer to the Roman science of construction. 

There is a clear difference between the first and second edition of the Carceri. Plates of 

the first edition were simpler not just in the lower amount of added paraphernalia, but 

also in the sharper edges of the structure, being drawn with less detailed materiality to it. 

In the second edition more relief is added with more shadow in between stones and more 

of them protruded, sunken or having angled corners. This helps bringing the etching to 

life, showing more realistic textures. < figure 13

Material analysis based on:

Plate VI ‘The Smoking Fire’ 

from Carceri d’Invenzione
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The Carceri

Themes - Dramatic Lighting

The lighting in the Carceri is dramatic, with the viewpoint standing on the lowest level in 

the dark, looking up, indirectly towards the light. This direction towards the light which 

also suggests the outside world is recurring in the Carceri plates. The visible part of the 

routing also seems to be going in the same direction, ever moving further upwards. This 

indicates that although the routing has a lot of twists and turns, it does seem to approach 

a way out of the Carceri. While the Carceri suggest an endless labyrinth of halls, there is 

a place from where the light reaches in so there must be a way out.

The difference between light and shadow, together with the paraphernalia, sets the 

ambiance of the space with its dark corners and passages and sudden beams of light 

penetrating the dark both through the big arches and through smaller window openings.

Whether the lighting originates from one source or not is unclear. The direction is 

consistent and comes from the upper left. The height and the consistency suggest it to be 

sunlight. However there are examples where extra light sources seem to be used. If not 

then the suggestion of sunlight falling through contradicts the other suggestions made 

in the drawing. An examples is the light falling through the opening in the big central 

column which would come from a very narrow ray of light or an open backside. Also the 

light falling through the windows in the lower left wall, as mentioned earlier, contradicts 

the possibility of a floor behind the wall. 

The light also adds more details of things unseen, such as the shadow underneath the 

stone staircase in the lower right. Here the shadows suggest that the half arch of the 

stone staircase actually forms a whole arch, maybe even suggesting a similar staircase 

mirroring the one in the image just behind the wall. Also the wall visible through the 

upper window above the arch is clearly lighter than the window opening, which suggests 

other light sources or the absence of a ceiling, an option that has been mentioned before. 

This is once again part of the experience where the space beyond the image can be 

further completed according to the viewers own imagination and interpretation through 

subtle hints.

One specific shadow seems to be left out partially. The walk bridge on the left side of the 

central column has a clear cast shadow on the column. However, the shadow stops there. 

It is absent on both the smoke cloud and the lower archway. There are three options that 

might explain this. Piranesi might have forgotten about that part of the shadow since the 

whole drawing is imaginary. A second option could be that the walkway actually stops 

exactly where it goes behind the stairs. This is unlikely since that would still create 

some shadow on the smoke cloud. Besides that, the construction would also be different 

to realistically hold up the wooden floor. The last option is that it is done deliberately. 

Seeing how Piranesi is able to catch even the smallest details, there is a big chance that 

it is done on purpose. Drawing the shadow completely would interfere with the central 

focus of the drawing, resulting in that focus being lost.

< figure 14

Light analysis based on:

Plate VI ‘The Smoking Fire’ 

from Carceri d’Invenzione
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The Carceri

Themes - Routing

As mentioned earlier, there is a lot of movement going on in the Carceri. The routing 

through the space is shown in a very fragmented way, showing separated parts that are 

constantly being interrupted by objects obstructing the view. This once again encourages 

you to fill in the rest of the routing, connecting the visible parts however you deem 

logical. 

To some the Carceri might evoke the feeling that there is no way out, that all the 

walkways and stairs lead to nowhere, to dead ends (Roncato, 2007). This is all part 

of the interpretation, but to me there does not seem to be any dead end present in the 

Carceri. All parts of both the structure and the spaces lead out of sight, further suggesting 

the endlessness. 

The whole routing,  though fragmentary, already contains a strong suggestion of 

direction, making it easier to connect the gaps. When entering the drawing from the 

location of the viewpoint there is a clear direction through the archway towards the stone 

staircase. There the direction goes up, bringing you in some way to the wooden walkway 

just above the archway. This walkway can lead you towards the central column, but it 

also seems to somehow be connected to the staircase right behind it. Once again moving 

up a platform is reached , and directly above the next staircase already leads you further 

up before you get the chance to find out how exactly to reach it. Again when reaching the 

top, you are only on invisible staircase  away from the highest visible walkways. Who 

knows how much further this might go on behind the walls?

The fragmented way of showing this routing opens up endless possibilities for other 

directions to go. Wandering around through the Carceri, one can only imagine how 

many more stairs, walkways and thus routes would appear around the corners and 

behind the arches.

< figure 15

Routing analysis based on:

Plate VI ‘The Smoking Fire’ 

from Carceri d’Invenzione





Photo Recreation
Translation from two to three dimensions
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^ figure 16

Scale model for the photo 

recreation
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^ figure 17

Scale model for the photo 

recreation
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^ figure 18

Scale model for the photo 

recreation
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^ figure 19

Scale model for the photo 

recreation
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Photo Recreation

Starting Point

< figure 20

Diagrams and 3D analysis 

based on: Plate VI 

‘The Smoking Fire’ from 

Carceri d’Invenzione

This photo recreation differs from others made in the studio of the Masterly Apprentice 

because usually the image represents an actual space in an existing building. In the 

case of the Carceri, there is no three dimensional basis to start from. The resulting 

model will not only be a recreation of the image, but also a translation from two to three 

dimensions. For this reason several choices had to be made before starting the process 

of recreating plate VI of the Carceri. These choices explain how plate VI is interpreted 

and translated. Wilton-Ely stated the following: “Each plate embodies a set of endless 

possibilities.” (Wilton-Ely, The Mind and Art of Giovanni Battista Piranesi, 1978, p. 85). 

That is why this recreation is just an interpretation: it could be made completely different 

without being wrong. 

A photograph would normally show materials and colours, which would lead to 

recreation models using the same materials or at least imitating them. In this case the 

photograph is replaced by an etching, which results in a black and white image.

The photo recreation, while always an approximation, will not be able to truly become a 

copy of the original image since the etching is in its core a series of lines while the three 

dimensional model will consist of actual objects with real light and shadow. The best 

examples of these differences are the edges that are made in a sketchy manner as well as 

the shadows sometimes clearly being drawn as line hatches in the etching.

The first step in creating the three dimensional model was the decision that the structure 

would be made in an orthogonal way, as far as possible. Only when something clearly 

deviated from these lines would other angles be used. Otherwise, the angles between 

walls could be changed to twist the space however you like. This would be similar to 

just using the flat drawings of the walls but placing them behind each other to add a bit 

of depth, resulting in not three but two and a half dimensions so to speak.

Besides these choices, depth will remain the hardest part to grasp in the translation. 

Especially the walls in the background layers could easily be placed varying distances 

without creating incorrect situations. Sometimes both placement choices might contain 

their own reasons to assume them, with the final choice being completely dependent on 

my own interpretation.
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21. The corner of the model base is made in such a way that the 

camera can always be placed at the same height and angle.

22. The walls remain removable until the end, only being 

temporarily attached with tape so everything is easily accessible and 

adjustable.

23. First tests of the stairs are made with rough temporary structures 

until the correct dimensions can be measured and applied in the 

actual elements.

24. The main building materials: polystyrene, wood and cardboard. 

All used for different kinds of elements.

25. The railings and window bars are laser cut due to their small size 

and exact form.

26. The total model is made in two parts. Its combined baseplate is 

approximately 120 x 150 cm, scale 1:100
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Photo Recreation

Building Process

< figure 21 - 26

Building process for the photo 

recreation

The main material used to create the structural volumes is polystyrene. This material is 

chosen because it can easily be sculpted and cut by hand and because it is a lightweight 

material. Smaller elements such as the wooden beams and the thin floorplates of 

the walkways are made of wood, MDF and cardboard because of the corresponding 

dimensions and the greater stability needed in those more fragile parts. Metal has also 

been used in the metal elements for the same reasons.

The whole building process consists of taking pictures of the model, comparing it with 

the Carceri plate and then adding and adjusting it. This is repeated until the result is 

sufficient.

First two walls were needed to function as references. For this purpose the lower 

archway and the wall to its left were chosen. Their dimensions were approximated 

based on comparison with the people. As decided before, they are perpendicular to each 

other. This provided enough information to find the correct location of the camera by 

comparing the perspective of the photo to the plate. To be able to create enough detail 

in the image without its size getting too far out of hand, the model is made scale 1:100.

The amount of photos made to create the model as it is approaches the two hundred. 

However interesting to show this whole series, that would be far too much and the 

steps would be too small to be of interest to show. Twelve steps are chosen to present a 

summary of the building process.
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Step 1

The first two walls are placed, with the supposed height drawn to see if the perspective 

is right. The base of the repoussoir wall has also been placed to find its exact location.

figure 27 >

Photo recreation step 1. 
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Step 2

After finding the correct location for the camera, lines are drawn to find the right height 

and width of the central column as well as the exact form and location of the first two 

arches.

figure 28 >

Photo recreation step 2. 
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Step 3

The thickness of the wall of the archway is made, as well as the two windows in the 

lower wall. Both openings in the central column are drawn and the lower wall behind 

the arch to test its height and measure its length.

figure 29 >

Photo recreation step 3. 
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Step 4

The general shape of the central column has been finished. Protruding stones are added 

to the lower archway.

figure 30 >

Photo recreation step 4. 
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Step 5

The location of the big wall and its arches is being measured. Also the slightly higher 

ground level behind the lower arch has been added. 

figure 31 >

Photo recreation step 5. 
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Step 6

To make the arches identical to the drawing, they had to be adjusted several times. The 

correct form, according to the plate, resulted in slightly distorted arches. It is most likely 

that this does not mean that the wall is placed in the wrong angle but instead simply is a 

result of the difficulty of drawing circles in perspective.

figure 32 >

Photo recreation step 6. 
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Step 7

The arch on the big central column is measured starting from a perfect semicircle. It 

is then adjusted again, being lowered but this time barely needing distortion in other 

directions. 

figure 33 >

Photo recreation step 7. 
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Step 8

The same process as shown before to find the correct locations and dimensions of arches 

and windows has been repeated several times, until almost all openings have been 

finished. The location of the platform on the foreground wall is now tested as well as the 

dimensions of several of the wooden structures.

figure 34 >

Photo recreation step 8. 
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Step 9

The locations of the staircases as well as some walkways is defined. For the stairs, 

finding the angle and width took the most effort.

figure 35 >

Photo recreation step 9. 
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Step 10

With the stairs in place and the walkway though absent also defined, the model started to 

approach its rough final form. Closing in on the details started by constructing the exact 

form of the foreground wall which contains the most complex detailing with corbels and 

beams as well as the high relief shown in its rough cornerstones.

figure 36 >

Photo recreation step 10. 
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Step 11

After the wall in the foreground is finished, elements such as the window bars have been 

made. The texture of the stone walls is also drawn.

figure 37 >

Photo recreation step 11. 
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Step 12

After the relief of the stone has been scratched in, the model was ready to be painted 

white. As could have been noticed before, often things are measured and then in later 

steps absent again. The reason is that after they are defined, they can be put aside so they 

do not obstruct the view. It is easier to focus on the current part when there are fewer 

other objects filling the image.

figure 38 >

Photo recreation step 12. 
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^ figure 39

Plate VI 'The Smoking Fire' 

from Carceri d'Invenzione 
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^ figure 40

Photo recreation - Plate VI 

'The Smoking Fire' from 

Carceri d'Invenzione
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41

43a

43b

42

44
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Photo Recreation

2D to 3D Translation - Findings

As said before, several elements are placed according to personal interpretation and have 

been constructed based on that choice. This is often needed as a first step to start off the  

building process with the next step being to find where it still differs from the original 

and from there further improving and changing it. An example of such a placement 

decision is the platform of the staircase aligning with the wall behind (fig. 41). While the 

aim was to only build what can actually be seen, many elements are further completed 

to give an idea of how the rest of the space and the structure might continue. Such is the 

case with the mirroring staircase that is only hinted at with a shadow of the unseen part 

of the arch. It might as well be a bigger platform without any mirroring stairs, as long 

as the arch remains there.

The best example of a visible element that could have been made completely different 

is the staircase behind the walkway. The upper image (fig. 43a) is the placement chosen 

in the model, crossing from one side of the arch to the other like the staircase above. It 

fits in with plate VI, but only when comparing with the second edition. The lower image 

(fig. 43b) corresponds to both the first edition (fig. 44) and the second edition, because 

the first edition clearly suggests its placement to be completely past the arch. While the 

latter option can therefore be described as the better one, it does not make the other one 

wrong: it still results in the same two dimensional image. 

The translation of the Carceri plate to a three dimensional model brings up an interesting 

new method of designing, where a certain perspective, or set of perspectives is used as a 

basis from which to create an interesting composition of structures and spaces. 

< figure 43

Upper staircase detail options 

in the digital model, backside

< figure 44

Plate VI ‘The Smoking Fire’ 

from Invenzioni Capric di 

Carceri

< figure 41

Lower staircase detail in the 

digital model, backside

< figure 42

Plate VI 'The Smoking Fire' 

from Carceri d'Invenzione
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^ figure 45

Plan of the recreation of Plate 

VI. Scale 1:1000
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Photo Recreation

2D to 3D Translation - 3D model

^ figure 46

Section of the recreation of 

Plate VI. Scale 1:1000
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^ figure 47

Digital model of the 

recreation of Plate VI. 

Viewpoint in the far left 

corner
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^ figure 48

Digital model of the 

recreation of Plate VI. 

Viewpoint in the far right 

corner
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Conclusion

During the research of the works of Piranesi and, more specifically, plate VI of his 

Carceri d’Invenzione, multiple lessons have been learned. At first the written texts and 

the Vedute di Roma have been analysed, resulting in themes that were important to 

Piranesi. The main theme found in the text was science of construction, while the Vedute 

showed his interest in the blurring of the interior and exterior space through public roads 

made inside buildings, as well as the built environment seen as part of the landscape.

These themes have been used to relate plate VI of the Carceri to Piranesi’s other works. 

Although these three main themes are recurring in an abstract way, they are visible. 

The science of construction is visible in the impressive size of both the structure and 

spaces it spans, which at that time would have seemed impossible to build. 

The faded transition between interior and exterior space is a principle that is extensively 

featured in the Carceri, through its great halls the size of roads that only suggest the 

option of a ceiling without any confirmation.

The theme of the built environment as part of the landscape, the integration of the two, 

has certain elements that are recurring in the Carceri while it is also in a different way 

completely absent. The Carceri do show a complex landscape, even though completely 

man-made and architectural. However, this built environment has no connection to any 

natural landscape, thus lacking any integration in a surrounding. The Carceri actually 

lack any other kind of surroundings at all, instead being infinite on its own. 

The deviations in the translation of the themes are results of the fact that the Carceri are 

a work of fiction. Which part of these principles will be used in the following design 

process, the fictional part seen in the Carceri or the other works with their clear locations 

in space and time will be decided in the next booklet.

The most important principle extracted from the Carceri is that of wandering. 

Drawing the viewer in through the great depth of its sightlines and making various parts 

of the routing visible without showing the connections arouses curiosity and opens up 

endless possibilities. This principle of wandering will thus be the main subject of the 

design of a museum in the next booklet
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The photo recreation was also an important part of the research and though placed 

in a separate chapter, it was an important guideline in the analysis of the plate. The 

finished model could be further improved, adding more of the paraphernalia and further 

improving the lighting. However, the main aim was to translate the suggested space in 

the two dimensional plate to an actual three dimensional model to better understand its 

spatiality. This aim has been sufficiently achieved. It could be said that construction has 

been finished, while the furnishing is not yet complete. This also adds a different way 

of designing space, starting with a certain perspective, or set of perspectives being the 

basis from which to create structures and spaces. This can be integrated as a principle 

for the way in which to design. 

Enclosed in this booklet as well as being part of both the research and the design process 

is the essay about the activity of relating. This is a topic that is not only interesting 

because it is done all the time in everyday life, but especially because it helps in becoming 

aware of how and why you relate. This awareness is important as it improves not just 

the understanding of activities done to relate, but also in a broader way understanding in 

what way you are researching, and thus becoming aware of the learning process. 
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figure 8 – 15

Cooijmans, Daan. (2019). Analysis drawing based on figure 7.

figure 16 – 19

Cooijmans, Daan. (2019). Scale model for the photo recreation.

figure 20

Cooijmans, Daan. (2019). Diagrams and Analysis drawing based on figure 7.

figure 21 – 26

Cooijmans, Daan. (2019). Building process for the photo recreation.

figure 27 – 38

Cooijmans, Daan. (2019). Recreation steps. Along with views of the corresponding 

digital models.

figure 39

Idem figure 7

figure 40

Cooijmans, Daan. (2019). Photo recreation - Plate VI 'The Smoking Fire' from Carceri 

d'Invenzione.

figure 41

Cooijmans, Daan. (2019). Lower staircase detail in the digital model.

figure 42

Idem figure 7

figure 43

Cooijmans, Daan. (2019). Upper staircase detail options in the digital model.

figure 44

Idem figure 6

figure 45 – 48

Cooijmans, Daan. (2019). Plan, section and views of the digital model of the photo 

recreation.
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Masterly Apprentice II

Preface

This design booklet is part of the graduation studio the Masterly Apprentice at the 

Eindhoven University of Technology. The Masterly Apprentice is a continuous studio, 

which means that every quartile (quarter of the academic year) a new group of students, 

called a generation, starts the studio. This results in four generations working in different 

stages of their graduation at the same time. This gives the opportunity not only to learn 

from the tutors and the master architects that are being researched but also from other 

generations. 

In this graduation studio the main aim is learning to learn, becoming aware of the 

learning process. This is done in two parts. The first part is the research of a building and 

its architect. The second part is the design of a new building using the lessons learned 

from the research part. One of the more unique aspects of the studio is the detailed 

recreation of a photo taken of the chosen building as part of its analysis.

The design of a building is the second part of the project following and using as a 

basis the research of the Carceri d’Invenzione by Piranesi. Through the research, design 

principles from the works of Piranesi have been formulated. These principles have been 

applied as the basis for my design process and will be further elaborated within the 

corresponding design steps. In the final design, the resulting building as a whole will be 

explained, again referring to the principles and how they are implemented in the final 

product.
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In this design booklet a proposal will be made for the design of a museum. First the 

chosen location will be analysed and an explanation will be given for the choice of 

this location. This explanation is extra important because usually the design is made 

within visual range of the researched building. This is impossible for my building design 

since the Carceri only exist on paper. Following the location analysis, the first steps 

in the design process will be explained, starting from its function as a museum, then 

elaborating how the research booklet is used in the design process. The process is shown 

in steps from the mass studies to the shape of the building and from there further to 

design of the interior spaces. During this process the following main principles found 

in the earlier research will be integrated in the design: science of construction, public 

interior roads, architecture as part of the landscape and wandering. These principles will 

be used as the main guideline for the design decisions.

After this, the final design will be shown and further explained with a visual tour through 

the building, accompanied by plans and sections. Afterwards, the design steps and their 

result will be related to the principles, comparing the differences and similarities.

This booklet will show one smooth design process divided in steps, gradually zooming 

in from the bigger scale of the context of the building towards the smallest scale of 

the detailing. In reality this process is less linear, switching up and down through the 

different steps and scales as well as containing dead ends of different ideas and variants 

throughout the design process. 

Introduction

< figure 1

Plate VI ‘The Smoking Fire’ 

from Carceri d’Invenzione





ENCI quarry
Location
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ENCI quarry

The quarry Itself

A short distance south of Maastricht, just half an hour walk from the city centre, lies the 

ENCI quarry. ENCI, the “Eerste Nederlandse Cement Industrie” (First Dutch Cement 

Industry), started its production here in 1926 (ENCI, 2019). The industrial zone is 

located on the bank of the river Maas, where limestone was quarried from the Mount 

Saint Peter (Sint-Pietersberg). While the ENCI remains active at the industrial zone, the 

quarrying of limestone has stopped in 2018. Since then the quarry has been assigned to 

Natuurmonumenten, the Dutch Society for Nature Conservation, and will become part 

of the greater nature reserve of the Mount Saint Peter. While the presence of the quarry 

inside the nature reserve has been contested/objected by citizens and nature activists 

from start to finish, in the end it will result in a unique and fascinating landscape, unlike 

any other seen in the Netherlands. 

The dimensions of the quarry are approximately eight hundred metres by one kilometre, 

roughly the size of the old city centre of Maastricht. While Mount Saint Peter has an 

average height of a hundred metres above NAP, the quarry has its deepest point at only 

five metres above NAP, almost forty metres lower than the river Maas at the other side 

of the industrial zone. The highest point of Mount Saint Peter is ‘d’n Observant’, an 

artificial hill created with the top layers of ground that had to be removed from the 

quarry with its peak at a hundred and seventy metres above NAP (Wikipedia, Sint-

Pietersberg, 2019). 

Inside the quarry there are several lakes, height differences with both steep and sloped 

sides and a few big free-standing stone pillars. Most edges of the quarry have cliffsides 

of around forty meters high, with some revealing a tunnel system of ancient subterranean 

quarries that have been cut through by the ENCI quarry.

< figure 2

Map of Maastricht and the 

ENCI quarry
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ENCI quarry

Location Choice

Usually the design of a building for the Masterly Apprentice studio would be located 

close, within line of sight, of the researched building. However, with the Imaginary 

Prisons of Piranesi as researched building, there is no given location. While at first it 

might seem self-evident to search for a location in or around Rome because Piranesi 

lived there most of his life, the freedom of choice opens up the opportunity to find 

locations better suited to the fantastical qualities of the Carceri. 

The verticality of the cliffside, with its connection to the top of the Mount, the cave 

system underneath and the quarry at the bottom make the location at the edge of the 

ENCI quarry perfectly suitable for a design with a similar atmosphere.

One of the recurring themes in the Vedute di Roma of Piranesi is architecture being 

intrinsic to the landscape. This theme is already evident in nature reclaiming the quarry, 

becoming an artificial yet natural landscape, similar to an overgrown ruin.

< figure 3

Location analysis ENCI
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^ figure 4

View of the quarry towards 

the industrial zone
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^ figure 5

View of the quarry towards 

the Oehoevallei
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ENCI quarry

History - Above and Below

The impact of the quarry on its surrounding has not only drastically changed the 

landscape, it also brought a lot of history that was hidden underground to the surface.

The quarrying of limestone building blocks in Mount Saint Peter goes back to the 

thirteenth and lasted until the nineteenth century. Vast subterranean quarries were cut out 

of the rock. These quarries are known as caves (grotten) and although this is an incorrect 

term because caves are naturally formed, they will be referred to as caves. 

The labyrinth of caves in Mount Saint Peter reached a total length of approximately 

a hundred and fifty kilometres until roughly eighty percent disappeared because of 

surface mining operations of the ENCI quarry (Wikipedia, Sint-Pietersberg, 2019). The 

remaining tunnels are managed by Natuurmonumenten and form an important touristic 

attraction for Maastricht. Besides their original use as quarries, the caves have also been 

used during World War II as a hideout for citizens and soldiers alike. Going further 

back to the prehistoric era, the limestone itself is full of fossils. In 1764 of bones of the 

Mosasaurus, named ‘Maas lizard’ after the location it was found, were discovered in the 

caves (Wikipedia, Mosasaurus, 2019). Amongst other fossils, more Mosasaurus bones 

have also been found in the ENCI quarry.

Concluding, there are a lot of different elements coming together in the quarry through 

its unique history and landscape.

< figure 6

Cave system analysis 
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< figure 7

Inside the caves 1

< figure 8

Inside the caves 2
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figure 9 >

From inside to outisde

figure 10 >

Outside the caves
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ENCI quarry

Viewpoint and the Building Plot

Since the quarry is being turned into a nature reserve, new plans and programs are made 

for the quarry itself as well as the transition space between the quarry and the remaining 

industrial zone. The transition space will add functions of leisure to the industrial 

zone, making it more attractive to the public and connecting to both the industry and 

the park-like quarry. The quarry itself will be divided in zones. These zones go from 

the northernmost part, the Oehoevallei (Eagle-owl valley) that is inaccessible for the 

public, gradually towards a recreation zone adjacent to the transition zone (Crombaghs, 

Muysken, Sijmons, & Mans, 2010). This way the once active industrial quarry will 

transform into an unexpected out of sight place, bringing leisure and the tranquillity of 

nature together in a hidden valley (Peters & Van Winden, 2002).

There are two ways to enter the quarry, one from the north and one from the south. The 

northern entrance was made in 2017, consisting of a viewpoint at the top of the cliffs and 

a staircase descending fifty metres down into the quarry. The viewpoint and staircase 

are designed by the Dutch architectural firm Rademacher de Vries (Rademacher & De 

Vries, 2019).

The addition of the entrance at this specific point in its surrounding results in a point 

where everything comes together: the hill and the valley, the caves and the surface, nature 

and leisure. This entrance is also connected in a straight line to the city of Maastricht, 

passing the historical Fort Sint-Pieter at the edge of the city, only one kilometre away 

from the Viewpoint. Due to these reasons, the location of the viewpoint over the ENCI 

quarry has been chosen for the addition of my own design of a building. The viewpoint 

and staircase will be integrated in this design.

< figure 11

Plan van tranformatie 

(RademacherdeVries, 2019)

< figure 12

The viewpoint





Design process
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The location has a lot of potential because as a main entrance to this unique landscape, 

it can harbour various functions that connect to the quarry and activities done in the 

surrounding. First of all the program should react on the touristic activities and add 

educational elements about the surroundings.

The diversity of subjects that play a role in this location, from the various historical 

layers to the use of local resources, make the location ideal for a museum. Because of 

these subjects the museum will be directly integrated in the surrounding landscape, with 

a fixed part of the exhibition giving information to further understanding of the elements 

of the environment while other parts might focus more on leisure by exhibiting art. 

The possibility to interact through workshops and direct contact with the workspaces 

of researchers or artists will also be included in the design, adding more interactive 

elements and activities to the program.

While parts of the museum can contain temporary exhibitions, the main subject of the 

museum will be the natural history. There already is a museum of natural history situated 

in the city centre of Maastricht, but an extension is needed since new fossils continue 

to be found in the ENCI quarry. There are already many fossils that have been placed in 

storage, waiting to be examined and exhibited. What better place to do this than at the 

very place they have been found? 

In the future, musea will more often become places to wander around, with the building 

and the route through it becoming an experience on its own (Tilman, 2019). This is 

closely related not only to the research basis of the Carceri but also to the future function 

of the ENCI quarry, becoming a place for leisure: wandering through its unique nature 

habitat.

The building will also contain a restaurant which should be easily and publicly accessible. 

A connection is made with a ‘public road’ cutting through the building, a corridor that 

gives access from the entrance of the building to the viewpoint, the stairs descending 

into the quarry, the work- and workshop spaces, the museum and the restaurant.

The caves underneath the building will also be made visible by exposing them in two 

locations adjacent to the public road, arousing curiosity of both visitors of the museum 

and people passing through on their way to the restaurant or the quarry.

Design process

Functions 
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Design process

The Design Principles

The interaction between the building and its surroundings is a principle that is important 

for a building that is situated at the cliffside because such a location offers extra 

possibilities for the placement of the building in a vertical direction. The building could 

be placed besides the cliff, inside the cliff wall, at the top of the cliff, or draped over the 

cliff. 

Preserving the massiveness and continuation of the cliff was an important decision for 

this placement. The building should not be stuck on the side of it, clinging on to the 

cliffside and interrupting its continuity. Neither should the building be completely dug 

into the rock, removing the cliffside or making the rock-face its façade. This would 

contradict the massive, solid appearance. For this reason the building was placed on 

top of the rock-face. This also makes it stand out as a grand entrance to such a unique 

location with rooms that show the beautiful view over the quarry. Any other variant 

would give a feeling of hiding from view and would restrict its own sight at the direct 

surrounding of the big rock-faces and the surrounding hill inside the quarry. 

Building inside the ground instead of on top was an option that was not chosen 

because hollowing out the complete rock-face would cause serious problems with the 

construction process as well as the strength of the remaining cliffside. This would also 

contradict the massiveness of the rock.

The fact that the lower part of the rock face is perforated by the cave system does not 

work against that massiveness but instead accentuates it. This is due to the fact that the 

tunnels feel tiny from a distance when looking at the quarry wall as a whole, but when 

closing in those tiny tunnels become big galleries of around ten metres high.

The principle of wandering is important for the museum function as mentioned before. 

Wandering is about being able to go and explore instead of just following a clearly 

planned route. It is also about the experience, not only of the exhibited objects, but 

also of the space around you. This principle is influenced by creating a sequence of 

alternating spaces. The spaces alternate between being enclosed and being open. This 

results in longer view lines in the open spaces that both show connections to other parts 

of the building and give a sense of orientation. The enclosed spaces interrupt these view 

lines, arousing curiosity in the visitors to find out what is hidden from view. 
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The third principle is the intertwining of interior and exterior as well as public and 

private. The main elements showing this are a public route being cut through an 

otherwise private building and the use of great halls with open facades that act as semi-

exterior spaces. The semi-exterior appearance of these halls is further enhanced by the 

slope of the ground that is kept visible, though to a varying extend.

Last is the science of construction. The type and form of the construction could be 

made in many different ways. Often this form is a logical result of the material choice. 

In the case of the Carceri of Piranesi, the construction is made out of stone, using big 

arches to span the width of the great halls. This construction could be imitated with the 

limestone originally delved in that very location. However the other option that also has 

a close connection to the location is the use of concrete, made of sand and gravel found 

downstream of the Maas and the locally produced cement. The construction forms often 

seen in concrete are simple forms with straight angles. This also refers to the way the 

old mines were made, cutting rectangular blocks out of the ground resulting in long 

rectangular halls forming a huge grid of tunnels.
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Design Process

Building Volume - Design Steps

To establish the grid direction of the building, several options have been considered. 

First the decision was made to connect the building to the caves below. However, the 

building would also loosely follow the edge of the cliff. This resulted in a square in 

between the cave tunnels being removed as a direct vertical connection to the caves. 

(fig. ...)

The direction of the building is based on this pit, connecting diagonally to its square 

plan on one side and parallel on the other side. This resulted in a 45 degrees angle in the 

building. (fig. ...)

To preserve the panoramic view over the quarry from the viewpoint, the building volume 

is pushed back step by step towards the middle. This way the building is surrounding the 

viewpoint and the pit below. The steps alternate in width to create a sequence of wide 

open volumes divided by narrow but solid volumes. (fig. ...)

To emphasise the entrance and the viewpoint at the centre of the building, the roof is 

stepped with the top in the middle and moving down on both sides. This also further 

changes the building into a clear sequence of volumes. (fig. ...)

The viewpoint and entrance staircase will pass through the building, but they will not 

become part of the interior of the building. Instead the building will be wrapped around 

the viewpoint with the staircase cutting through the building like a tunnel through solid 

rock. This also creates an semi-interior space around the viewpoint that can offer room 

for general information like hike trails, points of interest and activities.

The window facades of the great halls do not only give the museum a beautiful view over 

the quarry, they also bring in direct sunlight. This results in a higher contrast between 

light and shadow when moving through the different volumes. Also in the evening when 

the building is lit from the inside, these facades will slightly mirror the interior, creating 

new lines of sight through the halls. However, especially for the regulation of the interior 

temperatures during summer, it is important to use the correct type of glass. Otherwise 

the interior would become a tropical greenhouse.

< figure 13-16

Design steps
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Design Process

Interior Volumes - Design

The viewpoint and connection to the quarry form the basis of the public road moving 

through the building. The plateau leading towards the stairway is extended all the way 

through the building, leading to a secluded outside space. By following the existing 

structure of the viewpoint, this road has a slight angle compared to the rectangular forms 

of the building. Similar to the way the stairs cut through the mass volume at an angle, 

the public road does so through all the volumes of the building. While the volumes of the 

building can be interpreted as independent buildings that are placed in a row like books 

on a shelf, the public road is what connects these buildings together into one whole. The 

slight angle further emphasises the road as a separate element that is cut through the 

building instead of just a route through the building that happens to be in a straight line.

The mass volumes consist of rooms that are mostly enclosed and thus not interacting 

with the surrounding. The great halls on the contrary have a much more prominent 

character, starting off completely empty and then are slowly filled with floors and walls, 

finding a balance between useful and interesting divisions while still trying to maintain 

the open appearance of the great hall as a whole. The building contains three great halls. 

The biggest two are visually connected by a great opening cut through the mass volume 

in between.

The smallest one contains an auditorium hall with a simple walkway passing through on 

its upper level, connecting the two volumes besides this hall. 

The middle volume has been divided horizontally in two separate spaces. The lower 

space contains the viewpoint and is completely exterior space. The space above is 

divided in two floors. To connect these separate floors again into one continuous space, 

large openings are made right above the path of the viewpoint. In the lower floor these 

openings are filled with a glass floor to create only a visual connection while still keeping 

the exterior space separate from the interior space above. 

The biggest of the great halls has also been subdivided but this time vertically. Two mass 

volumes have been placed perpendicular to the glass façade and the cliffside, similar 

to the mass volumes used to divide the three main halls of the building as a whole. 

However the mass volumes inside the great hall are smaller than the hall itself. Also 

several big openings are cut through these mass volumes such as an extension of the 

opening towards the hall above the viewpoint as well as interruptions in the volumes 

< figure 17

Interior connections

< figure 18

Scale model showing interior 

connections
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where the public road cuts through. These openings are than later spanned by walkways.

While the great hall has huge dimensions on its own with an open plan of thirty by 

forty-five metres, the placement of smaller volumes and walkways make sure there are 

enough elements that make the dimensions easier to relate to. If the hall would have been 

completely empty it is harder to get a grip on what the actual scale really is.

Below the ground, in between the building on top of the cliff and the caves at the bottom, 

subterranean halls have been made. They can be seen when looking into the pit below 

the viewpoint or into the chasm in the great hall. These underground halls and corridors 

are accessible from the two far ends of the museum, making the whole routing of the 

museum into a complete loop around the viewpoint. 

The structure of the building as well as the routing could have been much more complex 

and labyrinthine through the use of irregular forms and angles. However, the researched 

Carceri Plate VI also shows a high level of complexity without using any diagonals, 

instead only using rectangular structures. The complexity is a result from the depth of 

view lines as well as the location from which the halls are entered. When entering a hall 

from the middle of a side, the symmetry can immediately become clear. However this 

is not the case when the first view of the hall is at an angle. That way you are inferior to 

the space, standing in a corner instead of being the middle point.

< figure 19

Interior connections great hall

< figure 20

Scale model showing interior 

volumes
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figure 21

Building situation, view 

towards the industrial zone
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figure 22

Building situation, view 

towards Maastricht
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^ figure 23-26

Floorplans

Scale 1:1000

Floor -02

Floor -01
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Floor 00

Floor 01
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Floor 02

Floor 03

^ figure 27-30

Floorplans

Scale 1:1000
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East
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^ figure 31-34

Elevations

Scale 1:1000

South

West
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Museum aan de Groeve

Approaching the building

When walking towards the building, towards the view point, the view over the quarry is 

first narrow, obstructed by the building. Actually the viewpoint itself is the focus of that 

view. Only when entering the viewpoint through the building, the wide view over the 

quarry opens up, creating a panorama with the building as a repoussoir. The quarry truly 

appears before you when passing through the building and entering the viewpoint: a 

valley that was hidden before by the museum building as well as the woods surrounding 

and deliberately hiding what used to be a scar in the landscape.

The other way to approach the museum is from the quarry. The road leads up and first 

shows the caves with the museum towering above. One of the caves you can look into 

from a distance already shows light instead of being a dark hole like the rest. This 

happens again when entering the caves to go up the stairs. The tunnel directly before 

you is not dark at the end but instead leads to a second staircase cut through the rock. 

This staircase is also what brought the light seen earlier at the end of the hall.
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^ figure 35

North entrance
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^ figure 36

South entrance
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Restaurant

Workspace

Entrance

Ground Floor >
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Restaurant

Entrance

Ground Floor >

^ figure 37

Routing
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^ figure 38

Entrance hall
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Museum aan de Groeve

The Routing

The first volume you enter is the open, semi-exterior hall containing the viewpoint. This 

hall functions as a canopy to connect the east and west side of the building. The direction 

towards the viewpoint is emphasised subtly by lining the path with slender columns. 

The interior museum hall above is visible through the glass floor above the path towards 

the viewpoint. This way the visitor gets a first glimpse of the exhibition. Besides the 

panoramic view over the quarry there is also a hole below the viewpoint where a visual 

connection is made with the caves. Halfway this shaft, windows once again provide a 

glimpse of the route of the museum, this time passing underneath.

Moving towards the entrance of the museum at the far west end of the building, you 

will pass through the mass volume were the staircase is cut through. This volume also 

contains enclosed rooms and the big opening that connects both great halls visually. The 

building is truly entered here, passing from exterior to interior space. 
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Behind this mass volume lies the great hall. When entering the great hall, another shaft 

provides a visual connection with the caves underneath as well as the subterranean 

museum halls, spanning the shaft with a bridge. The whole area left of the public road 

is museum, with walls enclosing most of it at ground level. Higher up it gradually 

opens up, again giving glimpses of the content of the museum. The area to the right 

of the public road contains rooms that can be used both for workshops and as general 

workspaces for employees.

^ figure 39

Public road
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The entrance of the museum itself is located at the end of the public road on the right. 

The museum then starts there at the first floor, moving through the mass volume to the 

side of the quarry before entering the great hall again. The lower floors also contain 

exhibition spaces, except for the ground floor where two more work spaces are located, 

with the restaurant at the end overlooking the quarry.

^ figure 40

Museum enfilade
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^ figure 41

Great hall view 1
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The routing inside the museum enters the great hall at its very bottom, slowly moving up 

through enclosed rooms and open squares in between, while stairs and walkways pass 

over above your head. This is where the wandering truly begins, exploring ways to move 

from one square to the next, from one floor to the other. 

^ figure 42

Great hall view 2
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^ figure 43

Great hall view 3
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The next building volume, with the big staircase cut through at the bottom, is entered 

from the great hall by a bridge leading into the void area. There the route is once again 

winding up through enclosed spaces while the void is passed on each floor level by 

wooden walkways. 

^ figure 44

Leaving the great hall
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When moving up through this enclosed building volume, the passages through the void 

provide views towards both sides, showing the great hall on one side and the entrance 

hall on the other. 

^ figure 45

Great hall view 4
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The upper floors of the entrance hall provide bigger open exhibition spaces that can 

contain a wide variety of object, with the upper floor being double height to further 

increase the possibilities. Also the glass floor at the lower level provides the opportunity 

to truly become surrounded on all sides by art, resulting in a unique experience.

^ figure 46

Above the viewpoint
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The route leads further through the building until it reaches the east end. There it 

descends down and leads you through underground galleries cut directly out of the rock, 

passing underneath the building back towards the start of the route. 

^ figure 47

Subterranean gallery 1
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This time the view through the shafts is reverse, showing previous parts of the route. 

Also the light falling in through the shafts as well as the light coming from the building 

volumes at each end will enhance the routing through the otherwise dark caves. This 

also makes it possible to make the lighting an intrinsic part of the experience in the 

exhibition held here. 

^ figure 48

Subterranean gallery 1
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^ figure 49

View towards the caves
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^ figure 50

Great hall view 5
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Museum aan de Groeve

Wandering Around

Nowadays, a museum is about the whole experience, in which free interpretation can 

be an aspect although it is not completely necessary. The experience can be broader 

than just the objects that are exhibited, including the surrounding space of the museum 

itself. In the Museum aan de Groeve, several kinds of experiences can be exhibited, 

going from more sober enclosed halls in which the objects are the main focus, to the 

great open halls where the whole building becomes part of the experience. Wandering 

through the space and exploring it becomes the main focus here. These open halls also 

connect to the surrounding of the building itself with a big open facade towards the 

quarry and openings of varying sizes towards the rest of the building, showing glimpses 

of spaces that are unreachable at that moment in the routing. They are only reached 

when further following the route through the building, at which point you can once 

again look towards the previous space through the same visual connection. Through 

this visual connection the themes of depth layering, movement and routing are present, 

resulting in the principle of wandering. This principle is recurring on two levels in the 

big central space: first within the hall itself, where there are view lines that connect 

walkways without directly revealing the routing towards them. Second is between the 

different halls, where there are openings made to connect these different halls without a 

direct route going through those openings. 

Three different ways of connecting the separate building volumes have been used. First 

and most important is the public road cutting through the volumes. Second are openings 

that are only connecting visually, without access. Third are the connections through 

the routing. The points where the routing passes from one volume to the next are self-

explanatory but there also are shorter loops in the routing that are part of the massive 

volume routing but pass through the adjacent open volume.

The principle of wandering also occurs in the creation of a sequence of alternating 

different spaces, one being enclosed and focused on the inside while the other opens up 

to its surrounding. This leads to sudden views that reveal where you are in the building. 

This use of sudden views is accentuated by the fact that the previous enclosed spaces 

have less connection with the surrounding which leads to the loss of awareness where 

in the whole building you are. This loss of orientation is also further increased by the 

meandering route through the building. Then when there is an open viewpoint in the 

route, you can once again orientate your location inside the building.

< figure 51-52

three dimensional sections
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^ figure 53-56

Sections

Scale 1:1000
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Museum aan de Groeve

Materials and Detailing

The science of construction is greatly influenced by the use of materials and their 

detailing. As said before the overall construction will be made out of concrete. The other 

main materials are wood, limestone, steel and glass.

The main structure is made of concrete because of the diversity in use and finish options 

as well as its local origin. To emphasise science of construction, the concrete structure is 

made completely visible and without embellishments.

The division of the building in separate volumes is emphasized in the subtle difference in 

the use of material. While the main structure and the exterior walls of the whole building 

are made out of concrete, the massive volumes have a different texture than the open 

halls. The heaviness is emphasized through thick walls of rough chiselled concrete. The 

big halls on the contrary are materialised in smooth concrete. While the main structure 

of the building is cast in situ because of the close proximity to the industrial zone, the 

cladding of the façade is made of concrete prefab elements. These elements need to be 

made in a more controlled environment to achieve the right textures and dimensions.

The concrete might at first seem out of place, referring more to the industrial aspect of 

the quarry than its new natural environment. However, its rectangular and monolithic 

form refer to the cliffside with its rectangular caves, where the positive form of the 

building on top of the cliff contrasts with the negative space of the caves down below.

The appearance of the building will change as it ages, slowly weathering, changing 

colour into a more natural appearance. The concrete will weather and especially the 

rough chiselled concrete will quickly take up its surrounding, being overgrown with 

mosses, ivy and other plants. This once again helps making the built environment and 

the surrounding nature becoming one.

Wood is used for the lighter elements such as walkways and stairs. In this way a clear 

contrast is formed with the heavy concrete structure of the building. Oak is used because 

it is a durable material that is also locally produced in Limburg.

While the main structure is made of concrete, the structures inside the great hall are 

made of limestone. These structures are completely self-supporting, separate from the 

main structure. Their local origin does not need further explanation. 

Steel is used for the finer detailed elements such as the beams supporting the wooden 

walkways and staircases. The columns in the entrance hall have deliberately been 

chosen to be made out of steel to create slender columns that limit the visual obstruction 

in the hall while still clearly giving the space its direction.

The type of glass used in the big window facades facing south has to be able to keep 

out not only the cold but especially the heath of the sun. Therefore, solar control glass is 

used. This glass will not be coloured and will still allow the sunlight to pass through the 

windows while a large part of the sun’s heath is kept out (Pilkington, 2019).

< figure 57

Concrete (Revit 2020 library, 

2019)

< figure 58

Oak wood (textures, 2019)

< figure 59

Stone wall (textures, 2019)
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Scale 1:25
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^ figure 60-61

View over the quarry
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Conclusion

The results from the research of the Carceri by Piranesi have shown how there are several 

principles that recurring in his works even though they are not always explained to be 

done deliberately. Four main principles were filtered from the research to be used for the 

design of a building. The first principle is the science of construction, emphasising the 

importance of a thought through structure. Second is the public road as a transition from 

exterior to interior and from public to private space. Architecture as an intrinsic part of 

the landscape is the third principle and the last but certainly not of less importance is the 

principle of wandering. Wandering is what arouses curiosity, tempting to further explore 

the spaces obstructed from view. 

These principles are used as a basis from which to start the design process. Starting with 

the location of the designed building, its placement and interaction with the surroundings 

as well as finding elements to relate to were the first steps following the principle of 

architecture fitting in the landscape. To achieve this the location was thoroughly 

researched and explored, which resulted in a building that has a strong connection with 

the activities and the history of the location. 

The science of construction seemed to be of less importance today as opposed to Piranesi’s 

time. The question is no longer whether it is possible to build it at all, but instead what 

the best technique would be. However there are still elements of the construction that do 

matter. Showing the science of construction meant that the load bearing elements would 

not be hidden away but instead would remain in view. However there always are parts 

of the design that do slightly deviate from the principles. They are guidelines but that 

does not mean they have to be followed to the letter. Science of construction could for 

instance mean that any kind of façade cladding that does not have a clear use should be 

avoided. However, all things should be taken with moderation. While there are reasons 

that explain the choice of the cladding, there also always are reasons to do it differently. 

The façade materiality is a result of the connection to the cement industry, the emphasis 

of the building volumes alternating in masses and voids as well as the rough texture 

referring to and in time also harbouring the natural surroundings.
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The gradual transition of the exterior space to the interior space has been realised by 

starting from the entrance hall that contains the existing viewpoint and completely 

opening that space to the outside. This is the first step in the gradual transition to the 

interior. The next step is the public road that is cut through the rest of the building. 

By using glass facades the interior public road has an open visual connection with the 

exterior entrance hall. Also these glass facades are used in the great halls to make lower 

their separation between inside and outside.

The principle of wandering is what makes the building interesting, which is especially 

fitting to a museum. In a museum the aim is to find out and learn new things, to explore 

the exhibitions as well as their context. Wondering what will be found around the corner 

and finding out by wandering around are important aspects of a museum.

The design of a building through the use of these principles has resulted in the Museum 

aan de Groeve, a museum that will further enhance the experience of the unique location 

that is the ENCI quarry for visitors of both the museum and the quarry as well as 

employees, researchers, artists and many others.
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Reflection

The first part of the studio, the research, was unexpected and fascinating because the 

choice of the building and its architect was much more free than I had anticipated. This 

resulted in the possibility to choose something that has interested me for a long time: the 

Carceri by Piranesi. While this choice further improved my enthusiasm and motivation, 

the fact that this subject deviated from the usual choices of buildings led to some extra 

obstacles on the way. At the start of the research, several aspects were new to me and 

different from the way others in the studio worked as well, pushing me to find new 

approaches. Looking back at the whole process, there are several things I would do 

differently now that I have more experience. 

In the model making process, the translation from two to three dimensions, using 

different equipment and techniques as well as more knowledge of cameras could 

have improved and sped up the process. The making of the model has been a constant 

alternation between making adjustments, taking a picture, switching to the laptop to 

compare it with the Carceri plate and then switching back to adjust again, taking a new 

picture and so forth. If this comparison could have been done through live recording the 

image on the laptop, the whole process of placing every new picture over the Carceri 

plate by hand could be removing. This technique could speed up the building process of 

the next Carceri plate significantly.

By relating the different works made by Piranesi, relating his texts to his etchings as 

well as the different etchings to each other, differences and similarities have been found. 

These connections helped me to better understand the principles used by Piranesi. During 

this graduation studio an important thing I gradually learned was the awareness of the 

learning process. Understanding how things relate to each other, and to yourself, helps 

to consciously notice these relations. Making an essay about this activity of relating 

with the group further helped me in understanding the connections I had to make and 

analyse for my own project. Especially discussing these subjects is an important way to 

learn about them.

Relating the analysis layers to each other brought clarity in the results, which further 

improved their translation to the design process.

I also learned that being able to clearly explain every design step made is important 

from the very start till the end. Something I used to forget was to look back at earlier 

steps in the process and examine if they still are the correct choice or if I should take a 
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step back to further examine other possibilities. Sometimes I found myself only seeing 

that positive element which led me to that decision without analyzing the influence it 

might have on other aspects of the building. Once again being able to discuss the design 

choices helps to keep comparing different views on the decisions. While there are always 

things that can be further improved, being able to explain all the choices made from as 

much points of view as possible will keep the design as understandable as possible.

One thing I once again noticed is that I very much like to work with my hands, making 

models. However I also tend to be perfectionistic, which when combined resulted in 

me not wanting to stop while sometimes other parts of the research and the design also 

needed attention. Even now there are many more things I would like to add or improve 

in my models, but I know I could keep working for another year and still have things I 

would like to do further. I am happy with the result and especially with what I learned 

from it.
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